Instructions: On the back of this sheet, match the terms in the word bank with the appropriate definitions. Circle the 10 words listed below. Words appear straight across, backward/straight across, up and down, down and up and diagonally.

**Developmental Theories**

**Part 2**

1. development over time
2. individual not directly involved
3. establishing and guiding the next generation
4. age-graded events and roles
5. culture in which we live
6. between microsystems, e.g.
7. individual’s immediate environment
8. states that personality continues to develop after age 5
9. meeting our full potential
10. a way of looking at things

**WORD BANK:** THEORY, SELFACTUALIZATION, PSYCHOSOCIALTHEORY, MICROSYSTEM, MESOSYSTEM, MACROSYSTEM, LIFECOURSETHEORY, GENERATIVITY, EXOSYSTEM, CHRONOSYSTEM